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Bugera v22 review

Over the past few years, two trends have appeared in the amplifier market that this amp addresses in spades. First is low cost budget equipment with an eye towards more professional applications than it's cost alone would suggest. Second is the low wattage amps with minimal features designed to "cook" the power tubes for a different sounding distortion
than what you can get from just over-driving the preamp tubes. Features: Cosmetically, this amp resembles some boutique amps, namely Matchless. If you weren't familiar with the name on this amp, you might initially mistake it for a boutique amp itself. Some of the fit, finish, and materials involved suggest that it has a the budget market in mind, but these
are only noticeable upon close inspection. Inside, this amp has 3x 12AX7's in the preamp section and two EL84's in the power amp and produces around 22 watts output to a 12" Bugera branded speaker. The power tubes can be run in pentode and triode, and there's an adjustable bias trim and an insert to hook up your meter of choice so that the average
user with just a bit of experience can change and bias their own tubes. I find this feature to be very thoughtful. Also there is an output impedance adjustment switch with 4, 8, and 16 ohm options that will allow you to use most any external speaker cabinet you wish. There is also and effects loop, and a footswitch that allows you to switch between the two
channels and turn the digital reverb on and off. On the front is are normal and bright inputs, treble, mid, bass controls, a mid-boost switch, reverb control, and gain and master volume controls for each channel. The dirty channel also has a second volume control so you can drive the preamp section as hard as you want, and leave the preamp as clean as you
want on the clean channel, and still have matching overall volume levels, as there is just one master volume knob. Sound: This amp has two amazing sounds, and several other usable ones. First, the clean channel is breath-taking. Dime the master volume, engage the mid boost, and roll back on the preamp volume and you have an extremely dynamic and
responsive amp with a gorgeous tone all it's own. I've heard people say it has a Deluxe Reverb preamp section and an AC15 power amp section, and while I can't say for sure if that's true, it does give a pretty accurate description of the overall sound of this amp. It loves pedals, especially a boost pedal like a Tubescreamer with the drive down and the volume
turned up to really crunch the preamps tubes. It's very warm, articulate, detailed, and full bodied in tone. It definitely captures that vintage amp vibe. The second sound this amp produces that out-classes it's price considerably is the one you can get from the dirty channel. Turning up the dirty channel past 4 doesn't do much but sap bass and introduce more
fuzz, but up to around 4, you can get some great crunchy distorted sounds. It also helps to have the amp in triode mode, for as this amp sounds best in pentode on the clean channel, and it seems to sound best in triode for the dirty channel. The dirty channel also has a unique sound to it. Once again it straddles the line between a Fender and Vox, but this
time leaning more towards the Vox cream. I wouldn't recommend it for use in any modern metal style applications, but it would do justice to most music from seventies hard rock up to ninties grunge. The reverb is digital and really only sounds usable in low to moderate settings. It's really only good for adding ambiance, and not as an overt effect. The foot
switch lights up, but the switches themselves are pretty cheap and don't lead me to believe that they will hold up over the long run, but this amp is a few years old now, and I've not experienced any problems yet, so who knows? I've tried several different speakers with this amp, and have yet to find a speaker that better compliments the sound of this amp than
the stock Bugera. Managing the highs on this amp is the secret to it's sound, and the stock speaker does an excellent job of this. The bright input doesn't seem to be very useful. It seems to suck some of the bass tone as much as add any brightness to the signal. Overall: This amp is an amazing bang-for-the-buck proposition. I would easily place in on par
with any modern mass produced amp short of the boutique market without hesitation. You can get two astonishingly good sounds out of this amp without any aftermarket modifications. Buy it as a cheap practice amp, or a back up amp to gig with, or just another flavor for the studio, and see if it doesn't work its way into a more prominent role! Each product
we feature has been independently selected and reviewed by our editorial team. If you make a purchase using the links included, we may earn commission. Learn more What is the Bugera V22? View on Amazon >>> However, the sound that you produce is always going to be at least partially dependent on the equipment that you use. So for hobbyists or
those that are learning the skill, it’s ok to use something that’s cheap, or that may not be rated for creating the best possible tunes on the market. But for a professional, professional-grade tools are what’s needed to really lay down the best tracks and to get people to buy tickets and pack the venues you play at. And for musicians that have reached that level,
the Bugera V22 is the amplifier for you. What Will It Do For Me? Well, the Bugera V22 is a high quality, a vintage amplifier that can take a guitarist’s performance to the next level. A hefty machine, the Bugera offers players dedicated control, smooth sound, and 22 watts of power to make sure that no matter where you’re playing, that everyone can hear your
tune in every part of the venue in question. However, in addition to vintage style and looks, the V22 also offers users a simple interface that allows them the maximum possible control of their performances. Sometimes that’s what a guitarist really needs above all else. Sure being able to blast the volume up is important, but if it takes half an hour to set up and
make sure that every dial is turned just so, or if you have to refer to the instruction manual every time you have to perform, then you might be putting in entirely too much effort to get the sound that you need. Related: Acoustic Guitar Amp Buying Guide Features Where the Bugera V22 truly shines is in its ability to convey power with control. While some amps
have a hugely complicated control array that has to be fiddled with to create the best possible tunes, and others have a simple array but sub-par sound, the V22 takes the good and leaves the bad behind. Of course, simplicity and richness of timbre are just two of the great features that this particular amp offers to guitarists that choose to use it. For instance,
some of the other benefits of using the V22 include: Vintage style 22-watt system that comes complete with reverb: With two channels to play on, along with 22 watts of power, the Bugera V22 offers players the sort of style that’s become classic, and the sort of power that will blow most audiences away. It’s one killer combination. Precise controls and
equalizer: For guitarists sick of trying to twiddle every little detail, the V22 aims to be simple while at the same time being quite precise. Generally speaking, it works quite well, and it is easy for anyone whether he’s an old hand or just getting started as a player, to get just the sound they’re looking for out of this amp. 12″ Bugera speaker: Bugera is a company
known for its unique sounds and heavy-duty construction, and this 12-inch speaker provides all the voice and verve that your average guitarist will need in order to make sure that every member of the audience hears every note like they were in the front row of the performance. Mode switch: Whether a player wants to use Triode or Pentode mode to create
his or her ideal sound, the switch is a simple tool to use, and all it takes is knowing where to dial to when it comes time to play. ==> CLICK HERE for Best Deals on BUGERA V22-INFINIUM at Amazon These are just a handful of the great options that players get access to when they decide to go with the Bugera V22 for their amplification needs. Bugera is a
solid company with a reputation that’s hard to beat in the field for creating some of the finest, sturdiest and longest-lasting amplifiers and other music machines on the planet. So for those guitarists that may not be sure at first, the Bugera V22 comes from a long pedigree of beautiful, vintage models that all provide for the needs of the player, no matter his or
her particular song. Related: So What Should I Do Now? Well, that really depends on your particular needs as a guitarist, and what you require from an amplifier. For instance, if someone already has an amplifier that’s easy to use, simple to adjust, and has a quality speaker that can reach all the way to the rafters, then there’s no real need for that musician
to invest in the Bugera V22. It’s obvious that he or she already has their needs met by the machine they’re using, and it would be silly to spend all that money to get something that can perform roughly the same way. However, if the musician in question doesn’t have a machine that can match the performance and user-friendliness of the Bugera V22, then it
might be in that musician’s best interests to try and get his or her hands on one of these classy, sassy amps to take the performance to the next level. So if a guitarist is in need of a quality amplifier from a company that has produced a long line of quality amplifiers, then the V22 is just what he or she needs. Simple to adjust and very user-friendly, with a
speaker capable of adding a throaty roar to any song or solo, a guitarist would be hard-pressed to find something better. And when it comes to a profession, there’s no reason to skimp on the tools of the trade. A cheap, low-quality amp will result in a cheap, low-quality sound. As such, why waste all the time and money on a cheap machine when you could
have a high quality, well known, and vintage machine that will get the job done right the first time? Try the Bugera V22 yourself and hear the difference! ==> CLICK HERE for Best Deals on BUGERA V22-INFINIUM at Amazon bugera v22 review 2018. bugera v22 infinium review. bugera v22 head review. bugera v22 infinium head review
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